TOY #086

NAME: Caterpillar color race

PIECES: 27 pieces (including box)

AGE: 4 + years

Level: Preschool School age

PRICE: $15.00

MANUFACTURE: Discovery Toys

LINK: https://sl.ocls.ca/uhtbin/cgisirsi/x/0/0/57/5/0?searchdata1=268490%7BCKEY%7D&searchfield1=GENERAL%5ESUBJECT%5EGENERAL%5E%5E&user_id=WEBSERVER

DESCRIPTION: 2 caterpillar heads 12 caterpillar segments
2 barriers 2 larger rectangular finish flags
4 flags 2 circular bases for finish flags
1 die 1 instruction sheet
Original box

CHILDREN AND PLAY: Go Caterpillar! This game's a thriller! Line up the colors and roll out the die. The race is on; the suspense is high. Color by color you make them slide. Who's in the lead? Hey, see 'em glide! Look out for that barrier...you'll lose some ground because now you're taking the long way around! Long or short games and two levels of play keep the challenge fun every time! Reinforces sequencing and spatial relationship skills as well as color recognition.

SKILL DEVELOPMENT: Cognitive
Fine motor
Social/ emotional
Turn taking

CARE: As a courtesy to others, please return clean and intact.
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